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Love and lust run wild in the boldest edition of Violet Blue's bestselling women's erotica series. Here women of every sexual persuasion tease, romance, dominate, and deflower their partners in steamy encounters ranging from sweaty trysts to loving experimentation by long-time partners. ''Fly'' updates a classic when a suddenly sexual Tiger Lily decides to take on both Peter and Wendy. In ''Cardio,'' a hunky
dance teacher shows Christina how to shake more than her hips. ''The Girl Next Door'' bends the boy next door over the bathtub, with delightful results. Whether set in an Amsterdam shop window or a Victorian mansion, these 21 tales by top erotica writers let you savor the variety of women's sexual desires from the sweet to the shocking.
In Best Women's Erotica of the Year, Volume 4, award-winning editor Rachel Kramer Bussel has gathered the hottest sexy stories starring outspoken women who daringly pursue love and lust. You'll read about a single mom who goes back to college and gets some very hands-on education from her hot professor, an Amish woman tenderly revealing her most intimate desires, and a woman who crafts the man of
her dreams. From outsiders who passionately claim their place without apology to women taking the boldest of risks with their hearts and their bodies, these sizzling stories are sure to make your heart pound. Featuring stories by popular authors including Alyssa Cole, Megan Hart, Tamsen Parker, Sofia Quintero, and Alessandra Torre, along with a variety newcomers to the genre, these tales will turn you on
and stay with you long after you've finished.
This is the erotica anthology series that truly delivers. Best Women's Erotica 2010 is packed with risky, romantic thrills and erotic adventure - both inside the bedroom and out. The exact stories contained within the anthology are yet to be announced - Violet Blue is sifting through the year's best stories to find the best of the best - but the results of her search are bound to be explosive.
Best Women’s Erotica of the Year, Volume 1 delivers risky, romantic, heart-pounding thrills. Joyful, daring, and authentic, these steamy stories revel in erotic adventure, from the sparks between strangers to the knowing caresses of longtime lovers. These stories are not merely erotic but filled with strong characters and clever narratives showing how sexual experience is different for everyone. This anthology is
a glorious celebration of the finest and friskiest female erotic fiction today.
Best Women's Erotica of the Year, Volume 4
Curvy Girls
Best of Best Women's Erotica 2
Orgasmic
Best Bondage Erotica of the Year

Violet Blue is a self-made wunderkind who is now one of our chief pundits on sex education, porn for women, as well as technology. Courted by OWN and appearing in many major magazines and periodicals around the world, everyone wants to know what Violet Blue has to say about sexuality today. Blue also curates one of the most respected and top selling erotica series for women -Best Women's Erotica, which
keeps getting better and better every year thanks to her sharp editorial eye. Blue is not just a pundit on sexuality but also an agent of change and raises the bar ever higher, ensuring that Best Women's Erotica 2013 is even fresher, edgier and deliciously sexy than ever.
This is the erotica anthology series that truly delivers. Best Women's Erotica 2011 is packed with risky, romantic thrills and erotic adventure - both inside the bedroom and out. The exact stories contained within the anthology are yet to be announced - Violet Blue is sifting through the year's best stories to find the best of the best - but the results of her search are bound to be explosive. A glorious celebration of the
finest and friskiest female erotic fiction today.
The caress of skin against skin, the warmth of another’s touch, relishing the sight that few others get to see – these are the reasons that disrobing before sex can be so gratifying. The stories in Smooth, collected by award-winning erotica editor Rachel Kramer Bussel, capture the heat of being stripped bare, of flaunting your body, and of reveling in pure sensuality. Read along as women get tattooed, become “the
sushi girl” at a restaurant, strip on the subway, go commando, host tea parties, enjoy sploshing and much more. Featuring stories by Donna George Storey, Heidi Champa, Angela Caperton, Charlotte Stein, Louisa Harte, Jacqueline Applebee, Susan St. Aubin and more, these adventurous characters have more to reveal than just being naked.
Best Women's Erotica of the Year, volume 3 delives the kind of sexy stories you want most : daring, bold and surprising tales of women who pursue their boundless passions anywhere and everywhere.
Erotic Stories of Male Submission
Women's Orgasm Erotica
Please, Ma'am
Women in Lust
Erotic Stories for Women

If you’re looking for your next sexy read, Best Women’s Erotica of the Year, Volume 6 is sure to heat things up. These twenty adventure-themed stories will take you around the globe as you meet characters eager to indulge their sensual sides. From competing on a reality show and getting “Inked
on My Skin” by an extremely sexy tattoo artist to exploring a “Cabinet of Curiosities,” these characters say "yes" to their most daring desires. Whether a single mom having a hot vacation fling, a vegetarian lusting after a hunky butcher, a couple visiting a kinky escape room, or a divorcee
hitting up a motorcycle club and going on an “Easy Ride,” these erotic tales bare all. Women who’ve been told they’re “too much,” by an ex or the world, discover the joy of asking for more and more and more—and getting it. Enjoy women’s sexual fantasies come to life, from fetishes to kinks to
a very arousing way to use an instruction manual. With stories by popular erotic romance authors Shelly Bell, Zoey Castile, Jeanette Grey, Mia Hopkins, Katrina Jackson, Elizabeth SaFleur, Naima Simone, Olivia Waite, and Elia Winters, and newcomers to the genre, the latest volume of pansexual
sex tales in this bestselling series will make your heart race with excitement.
The characters featured in Women in Lust are different in many ways, but what connects them is that pure impulse for a lover. Sometimes, he is someone she knows well; other times, the attraction lies in precisely the fact that he represents the unknown. And sometimes, like in Kayar
Silkenvoice's Japanese massage story, he is a she! Whether watching a lover play the guitar, using a webcam, going out for a smoke or simply through a chance encounter, these women seize the opportunities presented to them, savouring those moments of lust that teach them about themselves.
Best Women's Erotica of the Year, Volume 3 delivers the kind of sexy stories you want most: daring, bold, and surprising tales of women who pursue their boundless passions anywhere and everywhere. Edited by Rachel Kramer Bussel, winner of multiple Independent Publishing Book Awards, these
scintillating scenarios turn the tables on how women are "supposed" to behave. Instead, these uninhibited vixens indulge in their favorite fetishes, do deliciously intimate "Body Shots," and get tied up with "Red Satin Ribbons." They pose nude, dress up, and roleplay, always obeying their most
exhilarating impulses. These lusty ladies take your most cherished, private fantasies—from making a sex tape, to taking part in a thrilling threesome, to having a stud delivered to your door hot and ready—and make them come alive. Written by beloved authors Abigail Barnette, Annabel Joseph,
and Charlotte Stein along with several genre newcomers, these are erotic encounters you'll want to savor again and again and again...
"Equally fun, risqué, and informative, this is a welcome addition to sexual health literature." - Publishers Weekly In a culture where female empowerment is used to sell everything from sex toys to soap, most sex education continues to bypass pleasure. The results are stark?we've grown
accustomed to slut- and prude-shaming and allowed others to dictate how a "good girl" is meant to feel, act, and look. In Girl Boner: The Good Girl's Guide to Sexual Empowerment, August McLaughlin offers an unfiltered blend of personal narrative and practical tips on relationships, solo play,
journaling, gender issues, and more. From the perks of "Jilling off" to the 7 types of 'gasms, Girl Boner will "empower you to own your sexual self and enjoy ... your whole life a great deal more." So, what exactly is a girl boner? We dare you to find out.
Dirty Dates
A Novel
The Good Girl's Guide to Sexual Empowerment
Best Women's Erotica of the Year
Come Again

This is the erotica anthology series that truly delivers. Best Womens Erotica 2012 is packed with risky, romantic thrills and erotic adventure - both inside the bedroom and out. Five-star editor Violet Blue delivers exactly what readers want - fantasy-fuelled, pulse-racing reads that push boundaries and are `let's try this at home' aspirational.
Sexy, smart and literate, Best Women's Erotica 2012 presents the year's hottest bedside reading.
The mega-bestseller with more than 2 million readers, soon to be a major television series From the #1 New York Times-bestselling author of The Lincoln Highway and Rules of Civility, a beautifully transporting novel about a man who is ordered to spend the rest of his life inside a luxury hotel In 1922, Count Alexander Rostov is deemed an
unrepentant aristocrat by a Bolshevik tribunal, and is sentenced to house arrest in the Metropol, a grand hotel across the street from the Kremlin. Rostov, an indomitable man of erudition and wit, has never worked a day in his life, and must now live in an attic room while some of the most tumultuous decades in Russian history are unfolding
outside the hotel’s doors. Unexpectedly, his reduced circumstances provide him entry into a much larger world of emotional discovery. Brimming with humor, a glittering cast of characters, and one beautifully rendered scene after another, this singular novel casts a spell as it relates the count’s endeavor to gain a deeper understanding of
what it means to be a man of purpose.
All steamed up and nothing to read? Best Women’s Erotica 2007 opens a Pandora’s box of pleasures, with scorching encounters, dreamy partners, and heart-pounding thrills that won’t put a run in your fishnets (and a few that will). In Teresa Noelle Roberts’s “Voice of an Angel,” an opera costumer helplessly infatuated with a countertenor — a
man who sings a female part in baroque opera —makes interesting discoveries as she measures his inseam. In Susie Hara’s “Puffy Lips,” a refined woman indulges her primitive urge to take what she wants from a modern-day caveman in a dark alley. Kathleen Bradean’s “Chill” describes the lengths to which the heroine will go to enact her
unusual, icy fetish at an exclusive “spa.” “Kink was the candy coating that made sex tastier,” she explains. “Fetish was sweet dark chocolate, straight up.” Stylishly edited by sex guru Violet Blue, the Best Women’s Erotica series showcases the most daring, best-written erotica available. And, like a gorgeous lover, it complements any
bedroom decor.
Collects fifteen stories sharing the erotic relationships of people in a variety of circumstances by writers including Tananarive Due, Karen Johnson, Private Joy, Zane, and Nilaja A. Montgomery.
The Big Book of Orgasms
Sex Toy Erotica
Erotica for Women
Best Black Women's Erotica 2
Best Women's Erotica
What happens when date night involves a blindfold, a corset, handcuffs, or a spanking? The couples in Dirty Dates combine kink and romance in this collection of erotic stories that provides plenty of ideas for your next sexy outing. Your 50th date can be even hotter than the first ones if you play by the rule of Rachel Kramer Bussel, which means NO rules at all except for an emphasis on pure pleasure. Rachel Kramer Bussel has quickly
become America's favorite erotic writer with dozens of best-selling books, awards, and deeply satisfied readers to her credit. Dirty Dates is a delectable collection of stories redolent with romance featuring two people in lust. From first dates to long-term lovers to hook-ups and missed connections, the common theme is coming together in every sense of the word!
In Best Women’s Erotica of the Year, Volume 4, award-winning editor Rachel Kramer Bussel has gathered the hottest sexy stories starring outspoken women who daringly pursue love and lust. You’ll read about a single mom who goes back to college and gets some very hands-on education from her hot professor, an Amish woman tenderly revealing her most intimate desires, and a woman who crafts the man of her dreams. From
outsiders who lustily claim their place without apology to women taking the boldest of risks with their hearts and their bodies, these sizzling stories are sure to make your heart pound. Featuring stories by popular authors including Alyssa Cole, Megan Hart, Tamsen Parker, Sofia Quintero and Alessandra Torre, along with a variety newcomers to the genre, these tales will turn you on and stay with you long after you’ve finished.
In Best Women’s Erotica of the Year, Volume 5, award-winning editor Rachel Kramer Bussel takes readers on an outrageous journey into the world of female fantasy and desire. These sexy stories offer up wild, hot, and steamy tales from today’s top authors. You’ll be swept away by the sexiest business deal ever, break the rules in a future world where skin-on-skin contact is forbidden, and discover the art of getting off by phone sex.
From threesomes to mermaid sex, fetishes, sex parties, and much more, these authors steam up the pages with tales of trysts, love, and lust where nothing is held back. If you’re looking to escape from the everyday and discover what happens when women are ready to get totally outrageous, this book is for you. With new stories by beloved authors including Joanna Angel, Balli Kaur Jaswal, CD Reiss, Sierra Simone, and Sabrina Sol,
along with newcomers to the genre, you’ll savor every sizzling page.
Women and desire is the focus of this lust-filled literary exploration. Violet Blue has her finger on the pulse of sex and culture today and is an in-demand sexpert sought after by the likes of Dan Savage, Forbes Magazine, Oprah WInfrey and everyone in between. There is no more in tune with what women want and, especially, what female readers want. Love, romance and risk run rampant in this volume, expertly curated by Violet Blue,
and she leaves no holds barred in stories that will steam up your reading glasses. From first time encounters to break-up sex, couples rekindling their spark and long-time partners engaging in game-changing experimentation, Best Women's Erotica 2015 guarantees the best erotica for women of the year (if not the decade.)
An Explicit Taboo Hot Stories - Best Women's Erotica Anthology Bundle Collection
Erotic Fantasies for Couples
Erotic Stories
Smooth
Girl Boner
Collects twenty stories sharing the erotic relationships of people in a variety of circumstances by writers including Shawn E. Rhea, Opal Palmer Adisa, Tara Betts, C.C. Carter, and Jamyla Bennu.
Delectable tales of older women imparting their lustful knowledge on inexperienced lovers... come get a taste of these 180 stories, right now! Keywords: short sex stories, bondage, spanked, spanking, vibrator, dildo, erotic breeding, bareback, ebooks series, schoolgirl, young teen, girl, teenager, examination, lgbt,fiction, bdsm, interracial, bisexual, milf short erotica, xxx adults, sexy women, filthy, best taboo, mommy, virgin, smut, collection, compilation, anthology, anal,
daddy, bbw porn, bbw sex, free BBW, xxx bbw, adult short stories free, box set, threesome, threesome erotica, threesome bundle, threesome collection, taboo, forbidden, kinky, sexy, man of the house, erotica, erotic stories, bundle, collection, anthology, cuckold, anal, toy, rough, sexy short erotica, xxx, taboo, wife, fuck, hot, lesbian, toys, sister step, sexy women, milf collection, 18, dp, books, daddy erotika, gay, erotic, butt, men, dirty, big black cock, sex, forced, mommy,
her, bisexual, romance, for, sexy, dick, menage, first time, adult, erotica short stories, free erotica books, older man younger woman, victorian erotica, historical erotica, multiple partners, first time erotica, virgin erotica, free eroctica, sex, erotic domination, submission, humiliation, punishment, humiliated, punished.
A cameraman puts a TV anchor on display in a whole new way… Two NASA officials wage an interstellar battle between protocol and desire, and one is taken captive . . . A gender-bending bounty hunter keeps his bounty hostage for more than just the monetary reward . . . Two warring neighbors discover that bondage can be a powerful negotiating tool . . . “Merlin” and the “Lady of the Lake” invoke the magic of the woods to fuel their fiery passions . . . Best Bondage
Erotica of the Year is back with erotica maven and award-winning editor Rachel Kramer Bussel compiling the most scintillating bondage stories into this one amazing collection. With a wide variety of different pairings, genders, and genres, these stories are all united in their deep desire for the mind-bending thrills of this o-so-delectable act. Whether you are exploring your kinky side, are looking for inspiration in the bedroom, or are simply interested in a sexy read, this
collection is poised to please and titillate readers of any experience level who are keen to explore the depths of their own passions and penchants for the perverse.
Readers and critics everywhere have applauded the Best Women’s Erotica series. With stories that have raised the bar for women’s erotic writing, this series tells the truth about women’s sexuality in all its variety and emotional depth. Now readers can experience the hottest of the hot, the best of Best Women’s Erotica of the past six years, since the series began in 2000. This fearless collection covers a thrilling range of women’s sexual desires and exploits — straight,
lesbian, bisexual, rough, delicate, dangerous, imaginative — by writers as accomplished as Isabel Allende, Carol Queen, Maryanne Mohanraj, Hanne Blank, Alison Tyler, and Helena Settimana.
Best Women's Erotica of the Year, Volume 8
Best Women's Erotica 2012
Best Women's Erotica 2010
Best Women's Erotica 2009
From the brilliant mind of bestselling erotica expert Rachel Kramer Bussel comes a delicious and highly original concept. Orgasmic was born from a wonderful idea - to compile a book of erotica exploring every possible type of orgasm. Oral sensations, digital delights, tricks with toys and the old bump and grind are featured, as are more imaginative ways of bringing a lover to climax. Covering
uncharted territory and opening up a treasury of scenarios and techniques, Orgasmic is sure to bring readers to new heights of pleasure.
Men are usually the ones allowed all sorts of power in society. But many of them long to be stripped of this power, tied down, gagged, spanked and owned. They want to ease the burden of 'manliness', if only for a little while, and be ordered to do all the naughty things they have always dreamed of. Please Ma'am is a collection of top erotica full of the tantalising possibilities out there for these
submissive men and the women who love them, gathered together by bestselling editor Rachel Kramer Bussel.
Dive into these sexy surprises... From a model and her hot security guard using a new sex toy to a shifter triad taking a major new step in their relationship, these sexy stories are sure to wow you. Lovers deviate from their set routine to explore the thrill of the unknown in "Tulsa," while one woman goes on a very "Wicked Ride" that takes her to a totally different kind of arousal. From fetishes to
fantasies to the taboo, the women in these stories are ready to surprise you. Discover a new way of getting off with "Gravity" and unravel a "Puzzle" about a male stripper who's even hotter than Magic Mike. Whether you're new to erotica or a longtime reader, these scenarios deliver the heat. Best Women's Erotica of the Year, Volume 7 features the hottest erotic stories by popular authors such as
Lucy Eden, Adriana Herrera, Erin McLellan, Angelina M. Lopez, Holley Trent, Sara Taylor Woods and many others, edited by the award-winning Rachel Kramer Bussel.
Multiple orgasms? Oh, yes! What does it feel like to climax? Coming Soon: Women’s Orgasm Erotica offers wild and thrilling tales of female sexual pleasure that explore that question in a variety of wondrous ways. From a fetish that will appeal to any book lover and a waitress who’s seduced by her very attractive customers, to the thrill of artificial intelligence that knows exactly how to please a
woman sexually, you’ll discover how delightful it is to come and come again. Read about women who like to watch, and others who love to get naked and show it all off. With 20 erotic stories by popular authors such as Ella Dawson, Katrina Jackson, D. L. King, and Donna George Storey, you’ll be turned on with every page. Whether they’re enjoying multiple orgasms, playing with sex toys, attending
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a sex party or taking a thrilling business trip, the characters in Coming Soon savor every moment of their arousal. Edited by the award-winning Rachel Kramer Bussel, these sexy scenarios range from sex with strangers to the deepest of intimacy among couples, all while reaching the peak of erotic fulfillment.
Best Women's Erotica 2013
Best Women's Erotica 2011
A Gentleman in Moscow
Best Women's Erotica 2007
Best Women's Erotica of the Year, Volume 6

Cleis Press's Best Lesbian Erotica and Best Gay Erotica series top best-seller lists across America every year. These books raise and exceed the standards and expectations of readers of erotic fiction with each new edition. Now fans of women's erotica will discover writing that is equally hot, sexy, literate, and thought-provoking in this debut collection. Series editor
Marcy Sheiner writes, "A decade after the explosion of women-authored erotica hit the publishing world, the genre has evolved to a sophisticated level of stunning talent and startling sexual honesty." Best Women's Erotica celebrates the sometimes perverse, frequently unconventional, and always compelling work of women writers.
Best Women's Erotica of the Year, Volume 2 gives us fierce female passion, timeless love, and lustful encounters that are guaranteed to fill you with utter delight. Edited by the award winning Rachel Kramer Bussel, these sexy stories about women on the prowl span the globe, traveling from Peru to the Bahamas and beyond in pursuit of pleasure. Learn why "Teacher
Appreciation" is so special, what sex is like "At the End of the World," and explore some very explosive "Volcano Nights." These unforgettable erotic tales by the top authors in the genre as well as newcomers will arouse and thrill readers looking for a hot time between the pages.
It's Playtime! Best Women's Erotica of the Year, Volume 8 is ready to play! The characters who frolic in these 21 tales play at just about everything: music, sex games, LARPing and more! Edited by the award-winning Rachel Kramer Bussel, these sexy stories feature everything from a daring historical tale of two lovers getting intimate in a crowded theater to forbidden
love and lust to alien passion, all while exploring the realms of fetishes, BDSM, and the paranormal. So step right up and take your pick, because everyone's a winner when these characters play out their deepest sexual fantasies! With stories by popular authors such as Rilzy Adams, Christina Berry, Dena Hankins, Ruby Lang, Eva Leigh, Rosanna Leo, Robin Lovett, P.
Stormcrow, and Fiona Zedde along with fresh voices, this playful collection is nothing short of victorious when it comes to steaming the pages.
From the editor of Dirty Girls comes a new anthology of steamy stories for women who don’t fit into a size zero—or two, or four—and the men and women who love them. In this voluptuously erotic collection, editor and best-selling author Rachel Kramer Bussel showcases the sensual side of having “more to love,” from the sexiness of big butts and plus-size corsets to the
irresistible allure of pregnant bellies. No aspect of full-figured female sexuality is left unexplored, whether heterosexual or same-sex, raunchy or romantic, femme or butch. Bussel also includes seductive stories featuring characters of varying ethnic and racial backgrounds, exploring how different cultures approach size and eroticism. From trysts between long-time
partners to one-night stands, from vanilla encounters to kinky romps, Curvy Girls is an all-inclusive celebration of the sensuality of larger women—in all their curvy glory.
Sexy Little Numbers
Best Women's Erotica 2004
Best Black Women's Erotica
Best Women's Erotica of the Year, Volume 7
Best Women's Erotica 2015
Sexy Little Numbers is the best erotica stories written by women writers from around the world. A choice cut of all new and original fiction and the latest addition to Black Lace's immensely popular series of erotica collections. These stories are fun, irreverent and deliciously decadent. Sexy Little Numbers combines
humour and attitude with wildly imaginative stories. 21 stories from the established and new names in female sexual fantasy, including Kristina Lloyd, Portia Da Costa, Janine Ashbless, Carrie Williams, Rachel Kramer Bussel, Madelynne Ellis, Justine Elyot and Charlotte Stein.
Best Women's Erotica of the YearCleis Press
Sexy, smart and literate—these erotic stories are for readers who want to know the truth about women's sexuality in all its variety and emotional depth, with its surprises and twists and turns. With unashamed honesty and passionate intensity, Best Women's Erotica 2004 presents the year's hottest bedside reading.
What happens when you bring together 69 authors sharing their hottest orgasm stories? If you have top notch erotica editor Rachel Kramer Bussel, you get The Big Book of Orgasms! This climactic collection captures top erotica writers serving up steamy scenarios all focused on The Big O. Whether getting off from
exhibitionism, voyeurism, or a very special pair of blue jeans, the characters in The Big Book of Orgasms explore all sorts of ways they can come. Go "Under the Table" with Elizabeth Coldwell and cheer for "The Pink Team" by Kelly Rand. Discover the thrill of hot wax and even hotter sex; these short stories bring the heat
on every page! With a foreword by Ecstasy is Necessary author Barbara Carrellas, these are climaxes you'll want to relive again and again. Dr. Ruth once said about Rachel Kramer Bussel, "she is only satisfied if you come and come again." With this rousing read, The Big Book of Orgasms counts all the wonderful ways
women get off. Inspirational as well as aspirational, this book celebrates women's sexuality by reaching new heights of excellence. Each of the 69 stories about "the big O" is a peak experience in and of itself.
Best Women's Erotica from Black Lace
Best of Best Women's Erotica
69 Sexy Stories
Coming Soon
In the latest collection from award-winning editor Rachel Kramer Bussel, sex toys take on a life of their own as they bring couples, singles and strangers to new heights of pleasure. From two couples who happen to share the same remote controlled device, to some very hot rocks, a perfectly icy bed, a Superman dildo, and a day in the life of a
very lucky vibrator. This fun collection will give you plenty of ideas for toys you’d like to try, and ones you wish someone would invent! From “Plastic Makes Perfect” to “The Secret Shopper” and “The Cure for the Common Lay,” these stories in Come Again are best read with your favorite sex toy handy. Sex toys are more popular than ever and
make life so much more fun! Nowadays, there are sex toys for every occasion and every act. And, to add to the joy of toys, they also come in all sorts of playful designs, from sweet little bunny vibrators to glamorous glittery harnesses, feather light smackers to heavy duty paddles. Whatever your favorite playtime is, you can probably find exactly
the right toy—or make your own! Rachel Kramer Bussel, toy enthusiast and self-confessed spanko has gathered a delightful set of stories sure to give you ideas to try at home, or wherever your nearest toy box may be!
A collection of racy stories from the best female writers of erotica in the country probes the limits of female sexuality with surprising emotional depth, exploring straight, lesbian, bisexual, and rough sex, as well as other pleasures in works by Isabel Allende, Allison Tyler, Hanne Blank, and other notables. Original.
Lovingly handpicked by Violet Blue, these stories are erotic gems, polished to perfection by an expert in erotica. The Best of Women's Erotica 2 is wildly sexy, super smart, and, highly readable. What makes an erotic story "best?" It has that something extra, and a good plot and characters that truly interest you and commands your interest
during their trysts, triumphs, and erotic adventures. In the editor's own words, " The result of taking all five years' final selections, over one hundred stories, and choosing the very best--the ones I couldn't ever get out of my head, the ones that turned me (and others) on almost dangerously fast, like a match to gasoline--was worth the wait."
Steamy encounters include Adrie Santos' nervy, cautious "Paid for the Pleasure," which scratches more than one itch as a girl decides to let a man pay her--to receive oral sex. And, just when you think you have gender play all wrapped up in a nice and tidy bow, Lee Cairney's "Cruising" takes you trolling with a lesbian late at night in a park
where she doesn't belong. What happens to her anonymously in public is as surprising as it is incendiary. Meanwhile, across town, Scarlett French is looking out her "Rear Window," watching her male neighbor and his trick provide full, explicit service for her to enjoy. These are just a few of the carnal classics in this best and boldest of all
women's erotica.
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